With his unexplained Southern drawl, captivating
presence and innate ability to make everyone in the
room feel like they’ve known him for years, Matthew
Feller is well-suited to the courtroom. “I think I was born
to be a trial lawyer,” he says. “My strengths have always
been the ability to rely on my instincts; I can chuck and
jive with the best of em’.” His inborn ability to connect
with folks from all walks of life has clearly served him
well both in and out of the courtroom.
In 2009, Feller joined forces with long-time friend and
colleague Thaddeus Wendt. A tall, well-groomed,
articulate businessman turned lawyer, Wendt’s
progressive thinking and contagious attitude has taken
the firm to new heights. “I take pride in protecting our
community through my efforts as a trial lawyer,” says
Wendt. “Nothing is more satisfying than bringing justice
to those harmed by the deliberate choices of another.”
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“Although we’ve faced our trials, and have made our
fair share of mistakes, we’ve only ever had one goal in
mind—to do the best possible job for the clients that
walk through our doors,” FW.
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In 2014, Feller & Wendt named Brian Hansen equity
partner. Everyone that knows him, describes Hansen
as having the attitude and humor that the world needs;
energetic, full of life, and always a pleasure to share
company with. “I’m passionate about helping people who
have been wronged,” he says. “We succeed because
the founders built this firm on honor and integrity,” says
Hansen. “And together we plan to keep it that way.”
Feller, named to Rising Stars (2017 & 2018) joined
the faculty of the Nationally recognized Keenan Ball
Trial Collegei in 2013. He now serves as both a faculty
member and co-dean for the Keenan Ball Trial College,
and the Keenan Trial Institute where he teaches lawyers
how to try cases. In 2017 Feller was voted in as a board
member of Prevent Child Abuse Utah.
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